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Abstract
In today’s digital era, developing digital circuits is bounded by the research towards investigating
various nano devices. This paper provides the design of compact Baugh-Wooley multiplier using
reversible logic. Even though various researches have been done for designing reversible multiplier, this work is the first in the literature to use Baugh-Wooley algorithm using reversible logic. In
this work, a new 5 × 5 reversible multiplier cell is proposed which will be useful in designing
Baugh-Wooley multiplier. The proposed single multiplier cell is able to perform addition of a 1 × 1
product with the sum and carry from the previous cell. This reversible multiplier cell is useful in
building up regularity in the array multipliers. The Toffoli gate synthesis of the proposed reversible multiplier cell is also given.
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1. Introduction
In today’s digital era, developing digital circuits is bounded by the research towards investigating various nano
devices to provide substitution for CMOS technology. As the nano devices are developed, the density of digital
chips is being increased naturally seeking the solution for the power consumption and the heat dissipation developed by this power consumption. This scenario motivates the study of reversible computing field. The origin
of the reversible computing is the research work done by R. Landauer in early 1960’s stating that irrespective of
the realization technique, the irreversible hardware computation results energy dissipation due to information
loss [1]. According to R. Landauer, loss of one bit information dissipates at least KTln2 joules of energy in the
form of heat, where the Boltzmann’s constant is represented by K and the absolute temperature is represented by
T. As per C. H. Bennett’s research, the circuits built using reversible logic gates will prevent KTln2 joules of
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energy dissipation in a circuit [2]. A circuit will be known as reversible if it can bring back the inputs from the
outputs. Also the relationship between the inputs and outputs should be maintained as one-to-one and unique.
This constraint forces the number of inputs to be equal to the number of outputs [3] [4].
Hence reversible logic is being applied in various research domains like DNA computing, nanotechnology,
Low Power CMOS design and quantum computing. The quantum circuits can be constructed only with reversible logic gates. Besides, synthesizing reversible logic circuits is much difficult than conventional irreversible
logic circuits due to the constraints. In the reversible logic circuit design, fan-out and feedback are not permitted
[4]. Apart from that the reversible logic circuit should use 1) lowest number of reversible gates, 2) lowest number of garbage outputs, 3) lowest number of constant inputs. The garbage output is the one which is not used for
further computations. The additional input that is included to the irreversible function to convert it reversible is
called constant input [4].
In the recent years various reversible multiplier designs have been proposed [5]-[9]. In [5], the design deals
with 4 × 4 parallel multiplier. It has been done in two steps as follows: 1) Partial Product Generation, 2) Multi
Operand Addition. To generate the partial products, 16 Peres gates have been used, for 16 one-bit multiplication
arrays. Then the four operand addition has been performed using Peres gates and Double Peres gates. In [6], the
authors have proposed a new reversible gate called as HNG gate. This work also involves two steps as in [5]. The
partial products have been generated using Peres gates. HNG gates are used in the second step, Multi operand addition. The work [7] also follows the same strategy as the previous two works, multiplication in two steps. In this
work, the authors have proposed Peres Full Adder Gate (PFAG). In this work also, like the previous works, the
partial products have been generated using Peres gate. The PFAG gate is used in the multi operand addition. In
[8], the authors have proposed a new reversible gate called as RAM gate. This gate is mainly used as a copying
gate as fan-out is not allowed in reversible logic design. This gate has been used in the partial product generation.
In the second step, the multi operand addition, Peres gates and Double Peres gates have been used. In our work,
we have proposed a reversible multiplier cell which can be efficiently used in the Baugh Wooley multiplier.
The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 is an overview of basic reversible gates. Section 3 is an
overview of Baugh-Wooley multiplier. A detailed representation and explanation is done in this section. The
proposed reversible multiplier design and its functions are discussed in section 4. The results and discussions of
the proposed reversible Baugh-Wooley multiplier are presented in section 5. Conclusion is in section 6.

2. Reversible Logic Gates
A circuit will be known as reversible if it can bring back the inputs from the outputs. Also the relationship between the inputs and outputs should be maintained as one-to-one and unique. This constraint forces the number
of inputs to be equal to the number of outputs. This section deals with the preliminary reversible gates available
in the literature.
Figure 1 shows a basic 2 × 2 reversible gate known as Feynman Gate [10] and its quantum representation.
Feynman Gate (FG) can be used as a copying gate. Since in reversible circuits the fan-out greater that one is not
permitted, this gate is useful for duplicating the inputs. When the input B = “0”, the outputs P = “A” and Q = “A”.
This gate is also known as Controlled-Not gate. When the input A = “1”, the output Q produces the complement
of A.
Figure 2 is called as 3 × 3 Toffoli gate [11] and also code-named as the “controlled-controlled-not” gate,
which depicts its action. The number of inputs and outputs are three in count; if the first two bits A and B are set,
the third bit will be inverted, otherwise all bits will keep on the same value. When the input C = “1”, the output
R produces the AND function between the inputs A and B.

Figure 1. 2 × 2 Feynman Gate (FG).
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Figure 3 is a 3 × 3 Fredkin gate [11]. If the input A = “0”, then Q = “B” and R = “C”. Whereas if the input A =
“1”, then Q = “C” and R = “B”. Hence this is also called as Swap gate. The functionality shows that this gate
will be useful in designing a n-bit MUX with (n + 1) garbage output.
Figure 4 is a 3 × 3 Peres Gate (PG) [12]. It is also known as New Toffoli Gate (NTG). Function wise Peres
Gate will be equal with the bit conversion generated by a Toffoli Gate succeeded by a Feynman Gate.

Figure 2. Toffoli Gate (TG).

Figure 3. Fredkin Gate (FRG).

Figure 4. Peres Gate (PG).

3. Baugh-Wooley Multiplier
When we are performing the signed n × n multiplication there will be no difference if the result has the same
bit-width as the inputs. For Eg: the multiplication of two numbers “−2” and “3” results in “−6”. Its binary representation is (1110)2 × (0011)2 = (1010)2. But what happens if we want the result to be in “2n” bits. Either we
need to use sign extension or “2n × 2n” array multiplier. One of the efficient algorithms to handle such situation
is the Baugh-Wooley multiplication. This design method has been established in order to design structured multipliers, appropriate for 2’s complement numbers [13]. Let the numbers to be multiplied be A and B. Here “A”
denotes the n-bit multiplier and “B” denotes the n-bit multiplicand. The multiplier A and the multiplicand B can
be represented as
n−2

A=
−an −1 2n −1 + ∑ ai 2i

(1)

i =0

n−2

B=
−bn −1 2n −1 + ∑ bi 2i

(2)

i =0

where the bits in A and B are denoted as ai’s and bi’s, respectively, and an−1 and bn−1 are the sign bits. The below
equation gives the n * n product, P = A × B:
n−2
n−2

 

P =A × B = −an −1 2n −1 + ∑ ai 2i  x  −bn −1 2n −1 + ∑ bi 2i 
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The final product could be generated by subtracting the last two positive terms from the first two terms. Instead
of doing subtraction operation as in the normal multipliers, it is possible to obtain the two’s complement of the
last two terms and add all the terms to deliver the final product. The last two terms will be of n − 1 bits length
where each term has the binary extension from position 2n−1 up to 22n−3. In contrast the final product is 2n bits
which extend the binary weight from 20 up to 22n−1. As a first step pad each of the last two terms in the product P
with zeros to obtain a 2n-bit number to aid adding it with the other terms. Later the padded terms extend in binary
weight from 20 up to 22n−1. Let X be one of the last two terms that can represent it with zero padding as
n−2

n−2

X =
−0 x 22 n −1 + 0 x 22 n − 2 + 2n −1 ∑ xi 2i + ∑ x j 2 j .

(4)

=i 0=j 0

The final n * n product, P = A × B is given by:
n−2

n−2

n−2

n−2

=i 0=j 0

=i 0

=j 0

P = A × B = an −1bn −1 22 n − 2 + ∑ ai 2i ∑ b j 2 j + 2n −1 ∑ ai bn −1 2i + 2n −1 ∑ an −1b j 2 j − 22 n − 2 + 2n .

(5)

Let two 4-bit binary numbers be A and B, then the product, P = A × B will be 8 bit long and is
2

2

2

2

=
P a3b3 26 + ∑ ai 2i ∑ b j 2 j + 23 ∑ ai b3 2i + 23 ∑ a3b j 2 j − 27 + 24 .
=i 0=j 0

=i 0

(6)

=i 0

The block diagram representation of 4 bit Baugh-Wooley multiplier is shown in Figure 5.

4. Proposed Reversible Logic Gates
In the block diagram shown in Figure 5, three types of cells are used. The yellow cells represent the full adder.

Figure 5. Block diagram of 4-bit Baugh-Wooly multiplier.
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The black cells are representing the multiplier cell used for 2’s complement numbers. The grey cells represent
the multiplier cell. Each of the multiplier cell receives four inputs namely, the multiplier input (horizontal-green
line), multiplicand input (vertical-red line), carry from previous cells (vertical-black line) and sum from previous
cells (diagonal-black line). They produce two outputs namely sum output (diagonal-black line) and carry output
(vertical black line).
In this work we are proposing two reversible multiplier cells representing black and grey cells. Since each cell
is having four inputs and two outputs, the reversible multiplier cell, in order to maintain the reversible constraints it is developed as a cell having five inputs and five outputs. Out of this, three outputs are maintained as
garbage outputs. Garbage outputs are by definition don’t care outputs and thus can be left unspecified leading to
an incompletely specified function [14]. The Reversible Multiplier cell (MC) is shown in Figure 6. It is a 5 × 5 reversible logic. This is the first 5 × 5 reversible multiplier cells proposed in the literature. Out of the five outputs,
two outputs (Q and R) are left unspecified, since these are the garbage outputs. The functions S and T will produce sum and carry outputs respectively.
The Toffoli gate representation of the proposed Reversible Multiplier Cell is given in Figure 7. The representation has the Gate Count of 15. The Quantum cost is 69. The number of two-Qubit gates is 55.
The Reversible Complement Multiplier Cell (CMC) is shown in Figure 8. It is also a 5 × 5 reversible logic
gate. Out of the five outputs, two outputs (Q and R) are left unspecified, since these are the garbage outputs. The
functions S and T will produce sum and carry outputs respectively of the complement function of the BaughWooley structure.

Figure 6. Reversible multiplier cell (MC).

Figure 7. Synthesis of reversible multiplier cell.
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These proposed multiplier cells are having one constant input. These cells will function as a multiplier circuit
when the input “E = 0”. The input A is the multiplier bit. The input B is the multiplicand bit. The input C is the
carry input from the previous cells. The input D is the sum input from the previous cells. For the first level the
inputs C and S will be “0”. The outputs P, Q and R are considered as garbage outputs. Since this is an incompletely specified reversible logic gates the functions Q and R are not specified.

5. Results and Discussions
The reversible multiplier designs available in the literature are for the array multipliers. There is no any specific
application of any algorithm except [15]. Since this work may be the first in the literature we can’t compare and
evaluate with other similar proposals. However this work is compared and evaluated with the other array multiplier designs available in the literature. Therefore the proposed multiplier cells are evaluated based on the Gate
count, Garbage inputs and Garbage outputs. Since the proposed cells are incompletely specified cells we could
not generate the Quantum cost and therefore we could not evaluate the proposed gates based on the Quantum
cost.

5.1. Gate Count & Hardware Complexity
Measuring the reversible logic design in terms of number of gates is one of the major factors. In [5], the design
requires a total of 40 reversible gates, [9] requires 42, total number of gates required is 44 in [7] and in [8] the
number of gates required is 32 gates. The proposed Baugh-Wooley multiplier design requires 20 gates. Therefore, the hardware intricacy of the proposed design is less compared to the existing approaches.

5.2. Constant Inputs
One of the major factors in the design of a reversible logic circuit is the number of constant inputs. The input
used as a control input by connecting to either logical low or logical high to get the required function at the output is called garbage/constant input. The proposed reversible Baugh-Wooley multiplier design requires 16 constant inputs, but the design in [5] [7]-[9] requires 52, 40, 44 and 42 respectively. Hence the proposed BaughWooley Multiplier design is better than existing designs.

5.3. Garbage Outputs
The number of output of the reversible gate that is not making useful functions is referred as garbage output. Other
constraint in designing reversible logic circuit is optimizing garbage outputs. The proposed reversible BaughWooley multiplier design produces 48 garbage outputs, but the design in [5] [7]-[9] produces 52, 52, 40 and 49
garbage outputs respectively. Therefore, it is clear that this is the better design than the existing counterparts.
The conclusion of the above discussion is that, it is evident that the proposed reversible Baugh-Wooley multiplier circuit design is better than the existing designs with respect to gate counts, garbage inputs and garbage
outputs.

5.4. Evaluation of the Proposed Reversible Baugh-Wooley Multiplier Circuit
The proposed reversible Baugh-Wooley multiplier circuit is more efficient compared to the existing circuits
presented by [5] [7]-[9]. This can be understood easily with the help of the comparison results shown in Table 1.

6. Conclusion
In this work, the design of 5 × 5 reversible Multiplier Cell (MC) and reversible Complement Multiplier Cell is proposed. These are the first 5 × 5 reversible multiplier cells proposed in the literature. These reversible multiplier cells
are targeted for reversible Baugh-Wooley multiplier design. The proposed reversible multiplier cells are capable of
multiplying 2 bits in the current array and add the result with the sum and carry outputs of previous array. The
Toffoli gate synthesis of the proposed reversible multiplier cell is also given. The functionality of the multiplier cell
was verified with RC viewer. This design is useful in the multiplier design with reduced number of gates and constant inputs. Even the proposed design is having moderate garbage outputs; we can conclude that this design is better in terms of number of gates and constant inputs. The number of gates, constant inputs and garbage outputs
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Figure 8. Complement reversible multiplier cell (CMC).
Table 1. Comparison of proposed and existing design.
Work

Gate count

Constant inputs

Garbage outputs

[5]

40

52

52

[7]

44

44

52

[8]

32

40

40

[9]

42

42

49

Proposed

20

16

32

are analyzed. It is comprehended that the number of gates, the constant inputs and garbage outputs values are
fewer in number in the proposed design compared to the existing approaches. The design can be enhanced to
construct n × n reversible Baugh-Wooley multiplier circuit.
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